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FCBStudios recognises that simple and
intuitive design features can affect people’s
wellbeing, whether in hospital, in specialist
clinics, in outreach centres or at home.
As a result of social and healthcare
advances, people are living longer,
sometimes with a number of long term
health conditions. Research shows that
buildings can contribute to the success
of treatment and recovery. We work to
create spaces which are functional and
adaptable, easy to navigate, have minimal
environmental impact, connect with nature,
and foster community.

AWARDS

2012 Building Better Healthcare, Best Inpatient Facility Design, The Dyson 		
Centre for Neonatal Care
2012 RIBA Award, Regional Client of the Year, The Dyson Centre for 			
Neonatal Care
2012 RIBA National Award, The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care
2012 RICS Award, Regional Award, The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care
2012 South West Built Environment Awards, Innovation and Project of the Year,
The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care

Now, more than ever, our society is focusing on the role of
Healthcare systems and the importance of making the best
possible health and care available to all.
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With forty years of experience creating community architecture,
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios are well placed to help imagine
the next generation of healthcare facilities: to help deliver
hospitals, primary care centres, science laboratories, and
spaces for learning and living in our new pandemic, and climate
challenged world.
We have a pragmatic and sustainable approach to design and
are skilled in listening and communicating. Using our ability
to develop site specific design solutions, we design buildings
and masterplans that can successfully respond to the intense
physical, economic and social demands of today’s society
and support our clients in delivering the best possible care to
patients, workers, users and residents.
Our understanding of sustainable design and of the challenges
of achieving zero carbon have been long recognised. This,
together with our experience in the creative reuse of existing
buildings and our ability to unlock the potentials of complex
sites in urban and suburban locations, has helped us to deliver
the projects illustrated in the following pages.

Hospitals

St Mary’s Hospital Outpatients Building,
Paddington, London

St Mary’s Hospital Outpatients Building,
Paddington, London
Client: Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
Location: London
St. Mary’s Hospital is one of London’s four major trauma
centre sites and acts as the major acute centre for the
north-west London region. More than 500,000 patients
per year are treated there.
The new building is designed for the Trust to provide
adaptable accommodation for Outpatients as a vital
addition to the hospital allowing it to meet the demands
of a diverse and growing environment. The proposed
eight-storey building can accommodate the majority of
outpatient and supporting diagnostics services currently
spread across the site.
The New Outpatients Building is the first part of a wider
masterplan which is being developed to ensure that St.
Mary’s Hospital can continue to successfully operate as the
major acute hospital and trauma centre for NW London.

Designed to improve clinical
outcomes and patient experience,
services in the new building will
be tailored to combine different
specialist services to better meet
patients’ needs and help them to
recover quickly and stay well.

The design aims to create an active ground floor space
with main entrances, hospital related retail and café areas
and strategically positioned circulation cores. Most of
the outpatients departments will be located on the upper
floors of the building.
The carefully balanced composition of the elevations
optimises the amount of glazing from an aesthetic point
of view and from the practical aspects of overheating
and daylighting. The location of the glazing articulates the
internal room planning and is positioned to enhance future
flexibility of internal layouts.

St Mary’s Hospital Masterplan,
Paddington, London

St Mary’s Hospital Masterplan,
Paddington, London
Client: Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
Location: London
In June 2012, FCBStudios was commissioned to create a
masterplan for St Mary’s Hospital Campus at Paddington for
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust. The redevelopment
of the site seeks to maintain the existing high clinical
standards but take the opportunity to provide a modern
hospital estate with built-in flexibility for future generations.
Today, St Mary’s Hospital is the major acute hospital
for North West London as well as a maternity centre
with consultant and midwife-led services. The hospital
provides care across a wide range of specialities and runs
one of four major trauma centres in London in addition to
its 24/7 A&E department. The hospital has a proud history
of excellent care and innovation.
Over the past 150 years, the hospital has been developed
in a piecemeal fashion on two sites divided by a major
road at street level and a London Underground Tunnel. It
now comprises 21 buildings, some of which are Grade II
listed and some unlisted buildings of merit. The pedestrian
experience across the campus is poor, as is the current
connection to Paddington Station.

The new masterplan
aims to address
the current issues
experienced by the
hospital and create a
framework for the Trust
to develop a modern
and adaptable estate.
Vacating the historic estate will create a more
compact and ordered hospital campus, helping
the Trust to operate more efficiently. An overall
reduction in the number of buildings will improve
the way-finding and ease servicing across the site
and create a better staff and patient experience.

The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care,
Royal United Hospital Bath

The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care,
Royal United Hospital Bath

The scheme aspired to high

Client: Royal United Hospital Bath
Location: Bath

Construction U-values

The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care has been transferred
from a small cramped facility into a pioneering new home.
The project has resulted in a dramatically different and
improved environment in which the Royal United Hospital
can care for the 500 premature and sick babies that arrive
each year.
The unit has been designed to provide the spaces with a
visual connection with the outside and the changing day,
and seasons, and to minimize where possible, reliance
on artificial light. At lower level, a window seat has been
incorporated into each room providing an external
focus for moments of quiet reflection. The unit has been
designed to incorporate a range of mechanical and
electrical services that can be maintained without access
to the clinical areas: A central, high level walkthrough duct
distributes services throughout the unit and will allow for
unobtrusive replacement of equipment in the future.

sustainability standards.
and air permeability are
up to 50% better than
the minimum standards,
reducing thermal loads
and energy consumption.
Overall regulated annual CO2 emissions of about
118kgCO2/sqm, are 28% better that the ‘Target
Emission Rating’. A pioneering holistic and
therapeutic approach towards the new building
has created a new low carbon unit, allowing the
staff to practise developmental care for premature
and sick babies.

Primary
Care

Mildmay Mission Hospital,
Tower Hamlets

Mildmay Mission Hospital,
Tower Hamlets
Client: Genesis Housing Group
Location: London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Mildmay is a mixed use project, combining private and
social residential units, a church, a specialist hospital and
commercial space. The development is located close to
the Shoreditch Triangle on land off Hackney Road, near
the Boundary Estate and St Leonard’s Church.
The Mildmay Mission Hospital plays an important
community role in its provision of specialised care; its
continued operation was successfully maintained through
considered project planning and phasing. The community
users and affiliated charities of the Shoreditch Tabernacle
Baptist Church are involved with social action in area by
assisting the needy and neglected across religious, ethnic
and social boundaries. Therefore it was essential that
these groups and charities were also able to congregate
and continue their important work throughout the course
of the construction of their new facilities. The creation
of the striking new church on Hackney Road allows the
Tab to regain its former presence on Hackney Road and
remind passer-bys of its important role within the area and
community.

Mildmay is a sustainable
community in the heart of
London, not just considering
the resources it uses, but
how it shapes the people
who live and work within
this mixed development.
In keeping with this philosophy, the development
focused on simple, robust systems that enable the
community to get the most from their new homes.
A fabric first method was applied, to improve on
the standard building regulations U-values by up
to 50% and reduce the need for heating in winter
from the new district heating system (CHP). The
electricity generated by the CHP is complemented by
photovoltaic panels on the roof, with both substantially
reducing the carbon footprint of the scheme.

Mzuzu HIV Training Clinic,
Malawi, Phase 1 & 2

Mzuzu HIV Training Clinic,
Malawi, Phase 1 & 2

The project aimed to

Client: Mzuzu University
Location: Malawi

progressive construction

The Feilden Foundation in collaboration with Buro
Happold and Max Fordham and Partners, undertook
the design, fabrication and assembly of the new HIV and
Malaria treatment centre for Mzuzu University in Malawi.
After completion of Phase 1 in 2005, we returned to
Mzuzu University ten years on to build Phase 2 of the
HIV training clinic. As in Phase 1, the building adopts an
unconventional design for Africa - a timber frame loadbearing structure, in-filled with stabilised soil blocks. The
idea was to develop a prototype construction system
that the University can adopt to use for themselves, that
provides an assembly system - almost a kit of parts - that
can be quickly and efficient erected.

demonstrate sustainable
techniques focussing
specifically on the
innovation of a new lime
stabilised earth compacted
brick, and a modular
softwood frame.
Alongside the programmatic and cultural
requirements of the brief, the building provides an
environmentally sensitive approach that reduces
the use of hardwoods and cement, and injects
expenditure into the local economy.

Health
& Life
Science

School for Nursing,
Ulster University

School for Nursing,
Ulster University

We helped to develop

Client: Ulster University
Location: Belfast

allows students specific

Our brief for the School of Nursing was to provide a safe
environment to promote clinical competence,
self-confidence, reflective practice, teamwork and
inter-professional collaboration for students and the faculty.
The teaching spaces were designed to support a wide
range of learning experiences for a diverse programme of
nursing courses. Simulation spaces were designed with
task trainers of all varieties, as well as hospital and clinical
equipment of all types. The simulation teaching spaces
were designed to help students master clinical techniques
in a controlled educational setting with close supervision by
course faculty and simulation experts.
Radiography Design
As part of the Faculty of Life and Health Sciences we
designed a full X-Ray radiography suite. The brief taking
process involved surveying and understanding the
functionality of the department’s existing state of the art
Carestream Digital X-ray system. The requirements were
complex. As radiography technology is continually
advancing, it was important that their imaging facilities
be designed to accept whatever changes in equipment
and treatment could be developed in the future. At the
same time, the needs of the patient and student must
not get lost in all this change. It was critical to provide an
environment that not only addressed the requirements of
technology but also addressed the needs of the student.
Radiation shielding was necessary to protect adjacent
occupancies. We had to give proper consideration to the
weight of shielded partitions, doors, ceilings and floors.
During design development we specified structure and
materials in order to provide adequate levels of radiation
shielding in specific directions.

a learning strategy that
clinical experiences in a
safe environment.
As well as focussing on designing for practicing
technical skills we also considered diagnosis,
patient interaction, and performance across the
breadth of the simulated clinical environment.

Central Quad, TU Dublin
Grangegorman Campus

Central Quad, TU Dublin
Grangegorman Campus
Client: Eurigena Consortium / TU Dublin
Location: Dublin
FCBStudios have been working with TU Dublin to design
the Central Quad of a science, research and innovationled campus on a major city centre site.
The Central and East Quads will act as landmarks at the
heart of the new Grangegorman Campus, inspiring the
students and staff who use the facilities daily as well as
adding significantly to the TU Dublin vision of connecting
with the community and the city. Once complete, the
campus will bring TU Dublin’s 20,000 staff and students,
currently housed in 39 buildings across Dublin, together
in a single integrated campus.
With common learning areas throughout the building, the
Central Quad is a hub which will bring life to the functions
of the schools and colleges. A double-height atrium
marks a clear entrance to the quad and houses exhibition
space alongside the building’s reception and security.
Routes across the quad make it an open and accessible
building, announcing its role as a teaching and social centre
for the university, bringing together staff, students and the
local community to interact, engage and learn together.

The Central Quad is
a contemporary and
dynamic interpretation
of the classic
university quadrangle.

It will contain shared general teaching space as well as a
range of specialist learning spaces including wet and dry
laboratories, workshops, kitchens, support spaces and
teaching restaurants.
The quadrangle space is focused on a magnificent
existing copper beech and surrounded by a simple,
but generous, colonnade. Large windows look inwards
to the green space of the quad and outwards to the
Grangegorman Campus neighbourhood.

School of Biological Sciences,
University of Edinburgh

School of Biological Sciences,
University of Edinburgh
Client: Edinburgh
Location: Edinburgh

This ambitious project
will renovate a 1960s
science tower to improve
its appearance and
environmental performance.

FCBStudios beat off some very stiff competition to
redesign the University of Edinburgh’s 10-storey Darwin
Laboratory Building. The project aims to consolidate
the School of Biological Sciences research activities in
enhanced and better-connected facilities, by encouraging
closer collaboration between disciplines.
The scheme also includes two new specialist lab buildings
and an atrium which connects all three buildings to a new
hub of meeting rooms, offices and catering facilities.
This is FCBStudios’ first major commission in Scotland
and builds on our previous laboratory work completed
for UCL’s Centre for Nanotechnology. Our team is
supported by Belfast-based architectural practice Ostick
and Williams, for their lab expertise, and by WYG for all
engineering services.

Cambridge Biocentrum

Cambridge Biocentrum

Client: University of Cambridge
Location: Cambridge
The School of Biological Sciences currently occupies two
locations in central Cambridge, the Downing Site and the
Old Addenbrooke’s Site. The masterplan focusses on the
creation of a new Biocentrum with world class facilities
and a ‘front door’ to the School. A multidisciplinary team,
including engineers, a building conservation specialist,
educational advisor, development manager, scientists
and heads of departments of the university, led by FCB,
worked closely to steer strategic decision on the brief
development, shaping the brief and designs during a
thorough stakeholder consultation process.
The most valued and historic buildings will provide a
home for a dedicated teaching hub, as well as reception
building with public functions, including seminar rooms,
social learning spaces, a cafeteria and a library.
The buildings are set out around a new social ‘heart’
framing a green campus court, bringing together
research, teaching and a public functions.
A complex phasing strategy explores the next steps of
the project’s feasibility, minimising disruption to existing
research programmes, to create a 21st century Biocentrum.

The departmental
structure will be
reconfirgured
into a series
of academic
clusters, fostering
interdisciplinary
research, and
located in flexible
and linked
research space.

Mental Health
& Ageing
Population

Brooke Mead, Brighton

Brooke Mead, Brighton

Client: Brighton Hove City Council / Lambert Smith Hampton
Location: Brighton
Brooke Mead is the first extra care scheme to be built
and managed by Brighton & Hove City Council, designed
to provide housing for older people and those living with
dementia in a city centre location.
With a growing number of older people in the city and
pressure on adult social care budgets, the scheme is located
in Central Brighton within existing local communities.
Modelled on a mansion block, the building has a
communal entrance and reception at ground floor,
opening onto a planted garden. Well-lit shared circulation
leads to the accommodation on the first floor. Dementia
friendly design has been used throughout to aid those
with sensory, mobility or cognitive impairments, to provide
independent and secure living for people who are likely to
become more vulnerable in time.
FCBStudios took the scheme to planning before handing
it over to Lee Evans Partnership.

The scheme provides
a mix of 1 bed and
2 bed apartments,
10% of the units
are fully wheelchair
accessible and all
units have been
designed to HAPPI
principles and is set
to achieve BREEAM
Very Good rating.

Gabriel’s House,
London

Gabriel’s House,
London
Client: Crisis and Oxford City Council
Location: Oxford
Coin Street Community Builders (CSCB) and ITV are
considering redevelopment options for Prince’s and
Gabriel’s Wharves. CSCB is looking to provide specialised
care and extra care accommodation on the Gabriel’s
Wharf site together with ground floor public uses.
Gabriel’s House, unlike the domestic home, offers
a liberated lifestyle of assisted independence for it’s
elderly residents. A ‘mansion’ house or residential ‘hotel’
that sits proudly as a ‘palazzo’ on the river. A House
of many rooms, from the public foyers and cafe hub
spaces, through to the grand hallway of the galleried
wintergarden, and culminating in roof of gardens. A
programme of spaces and activities built around the
concept of ‘progressive privacy’. Each level is a mix
of private rooms and apartments opening out onto
galleries of internal garden terraces, with communal
places for therapy and activity.

contemplation
orangery

gardens
winter gardens
herbs

salads

home

alcove

balconies

home

crèche

terraces

dining
cooking
Gabriel’s Place
street

cafe / learning hub
shops / cafe

lounges

entrance lobby

A ‘House’ [Mansion / Palazzo] of Many Rooms [Home]

media space

terrace

park

Places to sit out and
chat, cook, eat and
drink, play games,
garden, make art,
listen to music,
take a walk, or just
for contemplation.
Contained in a
sensual light filled
wintergarden of
fragrant flowers
and foliage.

Bridgemead Nursing Home,
Bath

Bridgemead Nursing Home,
Bath
Client: Bridge Care Ltd
Location: Bath

Bridgecare’s aim was to build and
operate a nursing and residential
home incorporating day care
facilities which would enable a
particular and unique philosophy

Bridgemead is a Nursing and Residential Home and Day
Centre for the Frail Elderly, situated close to the centre
of Bath. The 0.6 acre steeply sloping riverside site lies
partly in the flood plain of the river Avon within the Bath
Conservation area.
The building includes 32 single residents’ rooms with
en-suite WC/washroom facilities, four “family” day
rooms with kitchenette facilities, specialist assisted bath/
shower rooms, central dining/recreational hall, day care
sitting room, library/chapel/quiet room, consulting room
including treatment facilities, reception and administration
suite, laundry and kitchen.
The disposition of the rooms within the building is
organised to achieve the idea of progressive privacy with
a hierarchical scale of rooms from the communal/public
through semi-private shared spaces to the privacy of the
resident’s own individual room.

of care to be established.
Their unique philosophy recognises the importance
of dignity, privacy, independence and a continuity
of care that allows for increased frailty.

Community
& Social Care

The Broadway Centre,
Shepherd’s Bush

Broadway Centre,
Shepherd’s Bush

With services including

Client: Peabody Trust
Location: Shepherd’s Bush

and training, the scheme

The Broadway Centre development for the Peabody
Trust provides shelter, care and support for single “rough
sleepers”, most of whom have problems with alcohol or
drugs. It comprises a day centre, a 15 bed hostel and
12 one bed flats providing short-term
“move on” accommodation.
Part funded by the West London Rough Sleepers’
Initiative and the Charities Lottery Fund, the scheme was
developed in close consultation with the agencies who
care for this challenging client group. The design process
included presentations to planning officers, local residents
and typical clients to ensure that what was a potentially
controversial development met the needs and aspirations
of its users and minimised disruption to its neighbours.

healthcare, counselling
was designed to help
residents learn the skills
required for independent
living elsewhere in
the community.

NDC, New Cross Gate

NDC, New Cross Gate

Client: London Borough of Lewisham
Location: London
This regeneration scheme recently won planning
consent which proposes a doctors’ surgery, pharmacy,
commercial units, gym, crèche, community multipurpose
space, café and mixture of housing types around a
new public square. The mix of uses provides activity
throughout the day and evening providing the basis for a
successful public space.
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios has worked closely with
the New Deal for Communities New Cross Gate in
creating a mix of civic and residential architecture which
aims to encourage pride in place, enhance the delivery of
local public services, focus local community activity, and
act as a catalyst for regeneration in the area.

This mixed use
regeneration scheme
will enhance the delivery
of local public services,
focus local community
activity, and act as a
catalyst for regeneration
in the area.

Alder Centre, Liverpool

Alder Centre, Liverpool

Client: Alder Centre
Location: Liverpool
The Alder Centre, in Alder Hey Health Park Liverpool,
has been providing a unique bereavement counselling
service for those affected by the death of a child since it
was established in the late 1980’s. To date, however, they
have not had a purpose designed building and currently
inhabit and make the most of the old oncology unit.
FCBStudios were shortlisted for a RIBA run competition
seeking to address this and provide a new facility to allow
the centre to expand their services.
The project, a new typology, is without precedent and as
such we have tried to think about the building from inside
out; to put ourselves in the position of visitors, volunteers,
hospital workers and counsellors. We wanted to create
a building of openness and a home-from-home feel that
does not feel institutional.

A series of calm, connected
spaces provide a sanctuary for
visitors and staff, and a setting
for a number of activities that
support the Centre.

This gentle transition from inside to outside allows users
to adapt their environment to meet their specific needs,
for activities to spill out into the gardens and for each
space to provide an individual experience.
A walled garden creates a protective, safe and sheltered
space, and can be discovered within the green veil of
a woodland glade. Within the walled garden is a quiet,
reflective green refuge that connects people with nature,
offers a place to grieve and escape, and a place to be
with others or be alone.

Ingwavuma Orphan Care,
South Africa

Ingwavuma Orphan Care,
South Africa

The site is situated

Client: Ingwavuma Orphan Care
Location: South Africa

the climate is one of

We worked with Ingwavuma Orphan Care to provide
a range of facilities in the Northern KwaZulu Natal area
of Africa. The charity provides medical aid and care to
three surrounding tribal areas, providing support to 1,200
patients across 2,100sqkm, a region heavily affected by
the AIDS pandemic.
Our involvement began with two houses for orphaned
and vulnerable children, cared for by house mothers. We
are currently designing a hospice, dispensary, chapel and
offices to support the wider community and provide care
for those with HIV and other terminal diseases.
We aim to provide strategic and design advice with a light
touch; working with a local architect, Rodney Harber, to
deliver the project on site, and allowing the local charity
workers to oversee the building and running of the
facilities themselves.

within a valley where
extremes with very
high levels of humidity.
The challenge is to
develop a design that
passively controls the
harsh environment in a
way that is appropriate
and sensitive to the
rural locale.

Stanbrook Abbey, Yorkshire

Stanbrook Abbey, Yorkshire
Client: Conventus of our lady of Consolation,
Stanbrook Abbey
Location: Yorkshire
We tend to think of health and wellbeing as physically
determined, but for 27 Benedictine nuns who live in
North Yorkshire, health is most definitely a spiritual affair.
Our challenge was to provide their community with a
setting that would enable them to live their spiritual life
of constant prayer, in a site chosen for its qualities of
‘silence and light’. The new church at Stanbrook Abbey
is the latest phase of a project to rebuild their home after
leaving their previous cold and expensive to run Victorian
residence 15 years ago.
The church is an exercise in designing with daylight,
celebrating the position of the sun throughout the day and
the year. At midday it is reflected off the structural timber
fins that form the south wall, and the evening light floods
into the main body of the church, providing a constantly
changing environment for their life of constant prayer.

Together with Buro Happold
we developed a design
embracing sustainability,
architectural vision and
structural innovation.
The nuns were keen for the new Abbey to be both
economic to run and sensitive to ecological and
environmental concerns.
Natural ventilation is used throughout the structure
including to the church and chapel, which use
wind protected stack vents at high level to draw air
through the building. Very high levels of insulation
and low energy appliances and fittings were installed
as well as a reed bed sewage treatment system.

Healthy
Student
Living

Richmond Building,
University of Bristol

Richmond Building,
University of Bristol
Client: University of Bristol
Location: Bristol
The project to refurbish and extend Bristol University’s
Richmond Building has transformed an under-occupied
and unloved 1960s building into a valuable, successful
and popular part of the University’s estate.
The Richmond Building dates from 1965 and was one of
the earliest purpose-built Student Union buildings in the
UK. It was designed to meet the pastoral, recreational
and social needs of an expanding student population
living away from home. However, ad-hoc modifications
and upgrades have gradually compromised the building’s
original qualities. As well as looking worn, the interior
was found to be cluttered and inefficient, making it very
unpopular with its owners, users and neighbours in the
surrounding streets of the Clifton Conservation area.
The refurbishment involved the transformation of a tired
1960’s steel and concrete building into a multi-use
university building, still home to the Student Union, but also
to cultural, performance, teaching, and social functions.

The combination
of re-using the
existing building and
radically improving
how it operates has
resulted in a BREEAM
‘Excellent’ rating.
The new glazing design, combined with new
layouts, also allows a shift from mechanical to
natural ventilation for many of the spaces, thus
helping the project to meet the University’s
exacting sustainability targets.
The scheme design was founded on efficiency,
sustainability, accessibility, identity and inclusivity –
all of which were lacking in the existing building.

Manchester Metropolitan University
Student Union

Manchester Metropolitan University
Student Union
Client: Manchester Metropolitan University
Location: Manchester
Following our successful completion of the nearby
Manchester School of Art, we have designed this building
to be robust and functional – to cope with the rigours of
a busy student union – but also decorative and playfully
detailed. Exterior surfaces are made from textured
graphite bricks, similar in colour to materials used at the
School of Art, but contrasting with the surrounding red
brick buildings. Interiors feature ceramic tiles inspired by
the glazed tiling found on local Victorian buildings, such
as The Salutation pub next door, which has been run by
the union since 2011 and retains its original 1840s décor.
Internal spaces are open and flexible, featuring exposed
structures and services and pre-cast concrete walls,
which creates a no-nonsense and informal atmosphere.
The new building is equipped for all the things a modern
student union needs – table tennis, pool tables and coffee
shops for the daytime, bars and sound systems for the
night time. It also has meeting rooms and office spaces
for the more serious side of running a student union.

A tough, flexible and fun
new building made from
materials that reflect
its cultural importance
and pay homage to
neighbouring Victorian
pubs and playhouses.
A range of thoughtful details lighten the industrial
feel inside, such as a chequerboard relief
cast into the concrete of the foyer and steel
balusters laser-cut with tiny diamond crosses.
We’ve punctuated the grey of the concrete and
dark external brickwork with a cheeky yellow, so
a double-height yellow wall greets you on arrival,
while yellow handrails, furniture and mustard
yellow tiling continue the theme inside.

St Albans Place, Leeds

St Albans Place, Leeds

Client: Select Property Group
Location: Leeds
The first VITA development in Leeds, St Albans Place is
a 7,11 and 18 storey serviced apartment building which
brings a sense of home and belonging to its residents.
The 376 studios range from 20m2 to 34m2. Each one
contains kitchen and ensuite facilities and is well planned
to feel spacious and have impressive views across the
city. At ground floor and mezzanine level is a student Hub
where residents can build friendships and connect with
their city. Facilities include a gym, shared social areas and
study spaces as well as a proposed new restaurant/bar
intended to open out into New Briggate Park.
In the northeast of Leeds City Centre, St Albans Place is of
simple and elegant proportions. The building is a gateway
to a developing cluster of tall buildings and student
accommodation. Its bronze ceramic façade is a subtle nod
to Leeds traditional industries, creating an elegant form on
the skyline that responds to the changing light.

The building is designed to
offer a homely and a safe
environment with opportunities
for students to live comfortably,
build friendships and feel part
of their community.
The private spaces are complemented by a series
of generous communal areas, which encourage
interaction between the students through organised
and organic activities.
Planned evenings of activities are structured daily,
and a movie room and flexible social spaces all help
to form the basis of a supportive student community.
A bookable self-catering dining space is provided for
personal celebrations. A range of private and shared
study spaces help foster opportunities for team
working, and awareness of peer well-being.

Healthy
Workplaces

Woodland Trust Headquarters,
Grantham

Woodland Trust Headquarters,
Grantham
Client: The Woodland Trust
Location: Grantham
An unusual office building clad in larch, designed to
give the feeling of being among trees, with an enclosed
woodland glade at its heart.
The Woodland Trust’s new offices are on a greenfield site
and we were keen to create a ‘woodland experience’
from the moment people arrive. Staff and visitors are
welcomed through a central garden space planted with
birch trees, which encourages a range of interactions by
providing both an informal meeting area and a place for
eating lunch outdoors.
As individuals become more aware of both the perceived
and the measurable quality of their workplace environment,
we need to respond with a better understanding of all the
environmental factors which affect our comfort, which in
turn impact on our long term health and wellbeing. Regular
and in-depth analysis of the workplace environment,
leading to continuing improvement is good for people,
and for the planet.

The client was keen for the
building to be as energy
efficient as possible,
sitting lightly in its
surrounding landscape.
The building performance evaluation looked at
energy and environmental performance but also
provided an in-depth study of how individuals
perceived their working environment. Comfort
was measured in terms of perceived temperature
and humidity (summer and winter), lighting and
acoustics, and a sense of overall comfort in the
building. The survey data showed that the building
performed better than most of those that formed
part of the extensive survey, but also allowed us
to make subtle adjustments to improve comfort
conditions while also reducing energy use.

National Trust Headquarters,
Swindon

National Trust Headquarters,
Swindon
Client: The National Trust / Kier Ventures
Location: Swindon

The new office has
achieved an ‘excellent’
BREEAM rating and is
expected to generate less
than 20Kg of CO2/m2

Heelis is the award-winning headquarters for the UK’s
largest charity, the National Trust. Sustainability is at the
heart of the National Trust’s mission and FCBStudios was
briefed to develop the most sustainable building possible
within the available budget.
Located in Swindon, the new Central Office we have
created has satisfied that brief and gained two of the
most prestigious sustainability awards in the UK from
RIBA and the Civic Trust in the process. The project
demonstrates that it is possible to achieve significant
improvements in the performance of typical commercial
buildings built to similar budgets.

each year.
The environmental design and minimised
energy usage has put in place the possibility
of approaching carbon neutrality.
It offers 76,500 square feet of office space,
meeting rooms and workshops for 470 staff,
plus a shop and café, and brings together
a workforce previously dispersed over
four locations.

Old Paradise Street, London

Old Paradise Street

‘Paradise’ aspires to
transform a neglected and

Client: Bywater Gamma UK Property I (No.2) Ltd
Location: London
The Old Paradise Street project will create a new
workplace building on the site of the former Costa Coffee
Roastery in Lambeth. The site is in a prominent location
on the railway line into Waterloo Station opposite Damien
Hirst’s Newport Street Gallery and adjacent to gardens
that form part of the Lambeth Palace Conservation
Area. Our client Bywater Property are keen to deliver an
innovative and highly sustainable building in this diverse
and fast developing area of central London.
Paradise is five floors of open plan office accommodation
for single or multiple tenants. The objective is to achieve
a gold standard WELL rating, focussing on natural light,
air quality, access to nature and use of natural materials. It
will positively impact the local community in the immediate
surrounding area by championing a careful consideration
and appreciation of the local heritage and rich history
of the area. The relationship with Old Paradise Gardens
gives an opportunity to create the kind of access to green
spaces that is typically hard to achieve in central London.

disused site into a forwardlooking sustainable office
building which might become
a test case for promoting
awareness around the carbon
impact of buildings.
The office development on the site of the Costa
Roastery in Lambeth will have a cross laminated
timber structure and an extruded terracotta façade.
The proposals are on target for almost 60 years of
negative carbon footprint.
In addition to sustainability and low carbon impact,
the project will support the health and well-being of
future occupiers from within the building.

Mountbatten House, Basingstoke

Mountbatten House, Basingstoke

Client: Mountbatten House Ltd
Location: Basingstoke

Known as the Hanging
Gardens of Basingstoke,
the Grade II listed
Mountbatten House is to be
refurbished as an exemplar

Designed by Arup Associates between 1974 -1976 for
the paper manufacturer and merchants, Wiggins Teape
to become their new UK headquarters. The six-storey
office building provides 154,200 sq ft of space across
an elaborate chest of drawer-like structure topped with
landscaped gardens.
To meet the aspirations of contemporary users demanding
flexible, sustainable, and healthy workplaces, the proposals
improve entrance access, capture the excitement of
internal double-height spaces for contemporary workplace
use and update all the office space overlooking the five
levels of re-vitalised roof gardens.
The network of rooftop gardens encourages biodiversity
and the enhanced wellbeing of occupants through the
handling of space, light, communal working, environmental
control and access to the 40,000 sq ft of gardens and their
expansive views south and west across Hampshire.
Images © HayesDavidson

‘environmental office’ and
restored to its former glory.

Middleport Pottery, Stoke-on-Trent

Middleport Pottery, Stoke-on-Trent

Client: The Prince’s Regeneration Trust
Location: Stoke-on-Trent
Middleport Pottery is the home of ‘Burleigh Ware’
ceramics, and is one of the last working Victorian
Potteries in the United Kingdom.
In 2010 all of this was under threat as the dilapidated
Grade II* factory buildings in Burslem were at risk of
closure. It was at this point that the site was rescued by
The Prince’s Regeneration Trust and FCBStudios won a
competition to repair the factory, help make the business
more efficient, and kick-start the regeneration of the
surrounding town.
The success of this £9m ‘quiet transformation’ has been
remarkable and has exceeded expectations. In addition
to the new skills and income generated during the
refurbishment, the project revitalised the neighbourhood in
many different ways. The factory has become a popular
visitor destination, telling its important story to visitors
with a busy new gallery, café and shop. The value of
houses in surrounding streets has been enhanced and the
pottery business has boomed and the buildings now offer
employment to existing staff, new businesses on-site, and
those employed as part of the tourist destination.

The refurbishment
has made a number
of major sustainability
improvements.
The conservation brief required extensive
refurbishment of leaking roofs and windows, and
improving the energy efficiency of the building
envelope through upgraded insulation, enhanced
airtightness performance and the installation
of new highly efficient servicing, including lifts.
External lighting has been designed to a low lux
level to minimise light pollution whilst maintaining
a flight path for bats.
The building’s time-worn industrial character
was very fragile and in danger of being lost to
over-sanitised heritage commodification. Even
though the buildings were at risk of collapse, their
conservation could jeopardise everything about
the site that the team hoped to save. The ‘light
touch’ philosophy sought only to intervene
where essential.

Healthy
Living

Accordia, Cambridge

Accordia, Cambridge

The project creates a
desirable place to live that

Client: Countryside Properties (Accordia) Ltd
Location: Cambridge
Accordia was the first housing project to win the RIBA
Stirling Prize and widely regarded as having set a whole
new benchmark for large-scale housing in the UK.
Our aim has been to produce an exemplary urban
environment: a desirable place to live that balances
usable private space within an overall structure of highquality public space.
The design includes a variety of innovative house and
apartment types in the form of terraces, courtyard houses
and ‘set-piece’ apartment buildings, composed within
public landscaped gardens that extend to approximately
three hectares.

balances usable private
space with high quality
public space and adopts
a holistic approach to
environmental design.
Jamie Anderson’s paper in ‘Frontiers in Public
Health’ studied residents at Accordia, and found
that living in a neighbourhood with a higher ratio
of communal gardens is associated with higher
levels of wellbeing and community.

Kirkstall Forge, Leeds

Kirkstall Forge, Leeds

Client: MEPC Ltd
Location: Leeds
The masterplan promotes healthy lifestyles through
planned exercise and the incidental physical activity
associated with reduced car usage. As with Accordia,
this is hoped to lead to increased social interactions and
sense of community within the development.
The 20 hectare site outside of Leeds is planned to
include 1050 houses and apartments, 300,000 sq ft of
commercial space, 100,000 sq ft of retail and leisure, and
a primary school.
Capitalising on the natural surroundings, the masterplan
retains the wooded perimeter within the site for use as an
exercise trail, connects to existing woodland walks, and
extends the river footpath. The scheme includes a gym,
playgrounds, an open meadow, and a bridge across the
railway to connect to the fields and canal towpath beyond.

Promoting physical activity
is key to combating many
of the major health issues
in the developed world.
It also helps to promote
mental health and improves
social interactions within
communities. Careful
masterplanning can help
integrate these healthy
elements into the core of
designing new communities.

One Brighton

One Brighton

Client: Crest Nicholson BioRegional Quintain LLP
Location: Brighton
One Brighton was the first One Planet Living community
and aimed to prove that strongly sustainable schemes
can work in the mainstream residential sector. The
One Planet Living principles encompass all aspects
of sustainable lifestyles, as well as reduced carbon
footprints. Along with extremely high insulation standards,
zero carbon technologies and a car club, the project brief
included ‘Health and Happiness’ criteria.
As part of this objective, the desire for high internal air
quality in the apartments drove the use of a breathable
wall system with wood fibre insulation, natural plaster and
breathable ultra-low-VOC paint. Mini allotments were also
provided on the roof top, which have proved extremely
popular and helped improve a sense of community. The
key to delivering ‘health and happiness’ ambitions within
a commercial residential project was to ensure that they
always had multiple benefits. So the breathable wall
build-up was also crucial for the u-value, low embodied
energy materials, and speed of construction. The mini
allotments also fulfilled the requirement for sustainable
food production.

One Brighton is the
first One Planet
Living community to
reach completion and
proves that large scale
residential buildings can
be sustainable, offer
good design and provide
a place where people
can live high-quality,
sustainable lifestyles,
with significantly reduced
carbon footprints.

Pea Soup House : A pop-up pavilion

Pea Soup House : A pop-up pavilion

Client: RIBA
Location: Various (mobile installation)
A young team of six architectural designers from
FCBStudios won an open call competition released by
the RIBA (Royal institute of British Architects) to rethink
or construct community within the built environment. The
team developed a proposal for the mobile installation now
known as ‘Pea Soup House’.
London’s air was once described as ‘thick as pea soup’
during the industrial revolution and Londoners were
known as ‘Pea Soupers’. In 1952 11,000 deaths were
attributed to poor air quality. Today is not much better.
The Pea Soup team aims to ‘construct communities’
by bringing them together through food whilst creating
awareness of air pollution in cities, specifically London.

Pea Soup House serves
daily soup that reflects
the Air Quality Index
(AQI) of that day – 1
being pea soup (green
and good) 10 being bad
(beetroot soup), and
are collaborating with
King’s College who
monitor air pollution
throughout London.
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